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1 Introduc=on: A Curious (Apparent) Overlap 

I grew up in the ChrisDan Reformed Church (CRC). Every week when I was a child, my 
family went to church twice on Sunday and once on Wednesday. I aKended Oakdale ChrisDan 
School, which had mandatory Bible class. My parents taught at Calvin College, a small ChrisDan 
liberal arts college with an associated seminary. This childhood of mine took place in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, oPen called (only half-jokingly) the “Jerusalem” of the CRC. 
 The CRC was a tribe—a Calvinist in-group that differenDated insiders from always-
suspect outsiders. Our Catholic next-door neighbors, as neighborly as we were to each other, 
were somehow just not us, not part of our group, though it always bothered me even as a child 
that it (seemingly) had to be so. (“Are Catholics ChrisDans?” I asked my father when I was about 
ten—a common quesDon among intellectually curious CRC youth. I can’t recall his exact answer, 
but I remember it was prefaced by a pregnant pause.) “Onward ChrisDan Soldiers” was my 
favorite hymn, because it was so spirited, though I have long since come to resent the image it 
inculcates: we (ChrisDans) are soldiering on—fighDng—against that which is non-ChrisDan, 
which by implicaDon is fighDng against us, yet sDll we march forward, in the words of the hymn, 
“with the cross of Jesus going on before!” 
 What did it take to belong to this pack, to be a member in good standing of this closely 
knit in-group? Many things: church aKendance, sending one’s kids to a ChrisDan school, Dthing, 
and so on. But there was one thing that maKered above all else, without which it was 
definiDonally impossible to be a true member of the group—to be “saved.” That something was 
called “belief.”  
 

* * * 
 
 Thus, if someone were to ask, “What makes someone ChrisDan Reformed?”, a good 
answer would include, among other things, appeal to some of a person’s “beliefs.” For example, 
the sentence 
 

1) Neil believed that God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
 
would help explain why I belonged to the CRC.1  

 
1 This formula-on of the doctrine of the Trinity is a shortening of what appears in the Heidelberg Catechism, Lord’s 
Day Eight. The Heidelberg Catechism, at least when I was young, was a commonly used resource in the CRC for 
teaching high school-aged church members church doctrine.  
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This general phenomenon—“believing to belong,” in the phrasing of Helen De Cruz2—is 
hardly specific to the CRC. Seeng aside the doctrine of the Trinity, lots of other “beliefs” play 
roles in consDtuDng various group idenDDes around the world. The CRC is just a good example 
of this striking wider phenomenon.  
 This brings me to the first major point of this paper, which I develop and clarify in what 
follows: “beliefs” (in some sense of that term) play an important explanatory role. They help 
explain what group iden>ty someone has.3 Going forward, I’ll call this role in explaining group 
idenDty The Groupish Explanatory Role for “Belief”—or just Groupish Role for short.  
 

* * * 
 

I am now a philosopher of mind and cogniDve scienDst, having become interested in 
philosophy as a teenager and then having gone on to study it in college and graduate school. 
Many philosophers of my stripe also have a keen interest in something called “belief.” But if you 
look at discussions of “belief” in contemporary philosophy of mind and acDon, you’ll see that 
many and probably most have a different character from what we just saw.  

Consider this passage from Alvin Goldman’s classic book A Theory of Human Ac>on, 
where he is discussing the relaDon between “believing” there is a connecDon between a switch 
and a light and the act of flipping the switch: 
 

Thus, the statement that S flipped the switch in order to turn on the light implies more 
than that S had the indicated want and had the indicated belief. It also implies that his 
having this want and his having this belief caused, or resulted in, his flipping the switch. 
Such an explana=on not only implies that he had an ac=on-plan that included the 
indicated want and belief, but also implies that this ac=on-plan caused (in the 
characteris=c way) the act of flipping the switch.4 

 
Something is being explained by “belief” here, but that something is not group idenDty. It’s 
flipping a light switch.  

In this approach to explaining goal-oriented acDon, someone who knew I wanted the 
room lit up could explain my act of flipping of the switch by uKering this sentence: 
 

2) Neil believes that the switch is connected to the light.  
 
The general form of acDon explanaDon here goes like this: beliefs (e.g., that the switch turns on 
the light) together with desires (e.g., that the room be illuminated) cause acDons (e.g., the 
flipping of the switch) that will make the desires come true (the room gets illuminated!) if the 
beliefs in quesDon are true (the switch really is connected to the light, etc.). 
 This noDon of “belief” designates a mental state that tracks what the world is like so that 
agents can figure out what acDons in it will aKain their goals. Importantly—and I will return to 
this point repeatedly—if the acDons explained in this fashion are to succeed, the “beliefs” in 

 
2 See De Cruz (2020) for a probing ar-cle with that phrase as its -tle. 
3 I leave the phrase “group iden-ty” unanalyzed here. I give an explicit theory of it in Van Leeuwen (2023: Ch. 6). 
4 Goldman (1970: 78); his italics; my underlining. 
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quesDon generally need to be true or mostly true (largely accurate to the state of the world), 
since otherwise agents won’t be doing what they think they’re doing. When my belief about the 
connecDon between the switch and the light is false, for example, I run the garbage disposal by 
accident (or something like that) instead of turning on the light.   
 The kind of “belief”-invoking acDon explanaDon that has just been brought forth is not 
peculiar to philosophers. Lay people employ it all the Dme, though at least in American English, 
they are more likely to use “thinks” than “believes” in this connecDon, as in this sentence: 
 

3) Neil thinks that the switch is connected to the light.5  
 
And psychologists who employ the “false belief task” have something similar in mind under the 
term “belief”: a child who understands false “beliefs” will predict that an agent who falsely 
believes her candy is in Box A will look in Box A, even if the candy is really (unbeknownst to the 
agent) in Box B. That is, the agent looks where she “believes” the candy is, and she finds it if the 
belief in quesDon is true (and she is thwarted otherwise).6 
 Flipping a switch to illuminate a room or opening a box to get candy are mundane 
instrumental acDons that can be parDally explained by “beliefs” as that term is being used here. 
So appeal to “belief” (in some sense) can play another, very different explanatory role from the 
Groupish Role we just saw. Pueng “belief” in this role in instrumental acDon explanaDon goes 
back at least to David Hume and occurs prominently in the work of Donald Davidson and others 
in the 20th century. Decision theory is a formalizaDon of that tradiDon. Once again, on this 
usage, we have this structure: beliefs and desires cause and explain acDons that cause (or would 
cause) the desires to be saDsfied, if the beliefs are (or were) true. Going forward, I’ll call this role 
in explaining instrumental acDon The Mundane Explanatory Role for “Belief”—or just Mundane 
Role for short. 

* * * 
So some “beliefs” (e.g., about the Trinity) play the Groupish Role, while other “beliefs” 

(e.g., about the light switch) play the Mundane Role. For concision, I’ll just call the “beliefs” in 
the first set Groupish Beliefs and “beliefs” in the second set Mundane Beliefs.  
 Now here is the crucial open quesDon for present purposes. Do Groupish Beliefs and 
Mundane Beliefs typically involve the same cogni>ve aCtude, i.e., the same way of processing 
ideas?  
 Let’s get clear on the focus. Generally speaking—and this formulaDon will do for present 
purposes—a cogni>ve aCtude is a way that an agent cogniDvely relates to a given idea or 
content: one can suspect that p, suppose that p, hypothesize that p, imagine that p as part of 
make-believe play, assume that p for the sake of argument, all of which involve different 
cogniDve aetudes (suspecDng, supposing, etc.) toward some idea or another.  
 We can now see why I’ve been pueng “belief” in quotaDon marks. There might be 
different cogniDve aetudes that go under the name “belief” or “believe” in different 

 
5 For empirical work on the thinks/believes phenomenon, see Heiphetz, Landers, and Van Leeuwen (2021), and see 
Van Leeuwen, Weisman, and Luhrmann (2021) for a crosscultural replica-on. See Westra (forthcoming) and Van 
Leeuwen (2023: Ch. 5) for discussions of the significance of this phenomenon for social cogni-on.  
6 The false belief task literature is vast. See Spaulding (2018: sec-on 3.1) for a concise overview and entry point. 
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explanatory contexts. Suppose Max has a “belief” that p that plays the Mundane Role (he relies 
on the truth of p in order to figure out how he can accomplish his goals, or at least is disposed 
to rely on it), and Greta has a “belief” that p that plays the Groupish Role (embrace of the idea 
of p partly determines an idenDty group she belongs to). UncriDcal reliance on the word 
“believe” might lead us astray, by rendering the quesDon I just raised invisible. That is, we might 
look at these two reasonable-seeming sentences 
 

4) Max believes that p. 
5) Greta believes that p. 

 
and conclude that Max and Greta relate to the content p (whatever that may be) in the same 
way. APer all, they both “believe” that p! But the fact that 4) is more likely to be reported as 
follows 
 

4’) Max thinks that p. 
 
should give us pause. It is an open ques>on whether Max and Greta are disposed to do the 
same things with the idea that p, regardless of the fact that there may be some overlap among 
the words that can be used to describe their respecDve mental states. In other words, 
groupishly believing might be a different cogniDve relaDon from mundanely believing, though 
we won’t know unDl we’ve invesDgated the quesDon thoroughly. 
 The point of this essay is to address this open quesDon. I argue that Groupish Beliefs and 
Mundane Beliefs in fact do typically involve disDnct cogniDve aetudes, or ways of relaDng to 
ideas—contrary to what the conflaDng use of the words “believe” and “belief” in much 
philosophical wriDng seems to imply. To have a name for the view that contrasts with mine, let’s 
call it the Single Belief View. That view holds that Groupish Beliefs and Mundane Beliefs always 
involve the same cogniDve aetude (the aetude of Simply Believing, whatever that is!) and thus 
that any differences they make to downstream thought, feeling, and behavior are to be 
explained by differences in content or in surrounding psychological condiDons, rather than by 
differences in the “believing” aetude one takes. My aim here is not to argue conclusively that 
the Single Belief View is false (that’s a project for a different Dme), but rather to sketch a more 
compelling theoreDcal alternaDve.7  

* * * 
 Here is the plan. 
 SecDon 2 clarifies the broader psychological picture I wish to present and differenDates 
my view from other socially laden views of “belief.” 
 SecDon 3 beKer defines the explanatory roles just introduced, Groupish and Mundane.  

Then, in secDon 4, I examine the logic of the two explanatory roles. The basic contrast is 
this: as suggested earlier, “beliefs” that play the Mundane Role need to be (for the most part) 

 
7 The Single Belief view is more o^en tacitly assumed than explicitly ar-culated: one just uses “believe” and 
“belief” to cover all the mental states in ques-on and then goes on to discuss what “the” aatude of belief is or 
what “the” concept of belief involves. But see Levy (2017) for an explicit defense in response to Van Leeuwen 
(2014). See Van Leeuwen (2017a) for reply. This debate con-nues in various subsequent publica-ons, including 
Levy (2022) and Van Leeuwen (2023).  
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true in order for the acDons they generate to succeed (otherwise I turn on the garbage disposal 
by accident), but “beliefs” that play the Groupish Role have no such truth requirement. A 
“belief” that partly consDtutes one’s group idenDty can sDll do that even (or especially!) if it is 
false: e.g., even if it is not true—and it certainly is not—that the earth is younger than 10,000 
years, “believing” that sDll groupishly succeeds in making one a Young Earth CreaDonist in good 
standing. More generally, if groupishly believing that p makes you part of a club, it sDll makes 
you part of that club if the content p is false.  

In secDon 5, I show how this difference in truth dependence predicts significant 
differences in how people psychologically process Groupish versus Mundane Beliefs. That is, I 
show why people are likely to deploy dis>nct cogni>ve aCtudes in either case. I focus on the 
following contrasts in how ideas can be processed: (i) voluntary control versus evidenDal 
constraint on the input side and (ii) mere signaling behavior versus non-representaDonal/plain 
acDon on the output side. SecDon 5 is mainly theoreDcal, but at various points I indicate how 
empirical findings to date cohere with the theory I develop.  

To encapsulate my main points, I defend two theses: 
 
The Logical Thesis: The Mundane Role and the Groupish Role differ in the 
relaDons they imply between “belief,” truth, and their respecDve explananda 
(plain instrumental acDon versus group idenDty and social signaling), with the 
Mundane Role having a truth requirement that the Groupish Role lacks. 
 
The Psychological Thesis: Mundane Beliefs and Groupish Beliefs (in typical cases) 
differ sharply in how people process them psychologically, to the point where we 
(as theorists) should regard them as involving disDnct cogniDve aetudes; the 
differences in quesDon are predicted by The Logical Thesis.  

 
2 The Big Picture: Two Dis$nct “Belief” AItudes 
 You might wonder what the big deal is. It’s hardly new to suggest that “beliefs” play 
social roles—and that these are in tension with other features that many philosophers take to 
consDtute beliefs, such as being constrained by evidence. Sarah Stroud (2006), for example, 
writes about the epistemic parDality that arises from friendship, or why being someone’s friend 
places demands on what one “believes” that depart from imparDal epistemic raDonality. Miriam 
Schleifer McCormick (2015) writes about believing without evidence for pracDcal reasons, 
where some pracDcal reasons can be social commitments. Eric Funkhouser (2017) writes about 
“beliefs as signals”—and he means social signals. Helen De Cruz (2020), as noted, writes about 
“believing to belong.” Daniel Williams (2020) posits “socially adapDve belief.” Rima Basu (2018) 
argues that moral consideraDons, not just evidence, affect what “beliefs” one should have. Eric 
Mandelbaum (2019) writes about a “psychological immune system” that shields ideologically 
central beliefs from being revised in light of evidence. And so on. Some of these posiDons are 
descripDve (“beliefs,” in point of psychological fact, are influenced in such fashions); others are 
normaDve (“beliefs” ought to be influenced in such fashions) with significant descripDve 
implicaDons (due to “’ought’ implies ‘can’”). But in all cases, these philosophers claim there are 
influences on “belief” that are independent of, or even contrary to, evidenDal/truth-oriented 
influences. Let’s take it as given that the work just menDoned is onto something important 
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(social psychologists cry out: “That’s what we’ve been saying!”). And that something, whatever 
it is, is prima facie at odds with the idea that beliefs are raDonally responsive to evidence. So, 
isn’t Groupish Belief just another term for what quite a few theorists have already recognized? 
 Importantly, there are two very different cogniDve architectures one could posit to make 
sense of social influences on “belief,” and these architectures are rarely disDnguished. 

The first architecture recognizes that there are social and moral influences on “belief,” 
but it posits only one cogniDve aetude of “belief.” Such a “combined influence” architecture 
looks like this: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
My impression is that most (and maybe all) of the theorists just menDoned have a 

descripDve picture roughly like this in mind (with many variaDons in detail). The way one arrives 
at this cogniDve architecture could easily be something like this (I make no claims about 
individual cases): first, one starts with the tradiDonal picture of “belief” in epistemology and 
acDon theory, according to which evidence constrains beliefs on the input side and then beliefs 
produce Davidsonian/decision-theoreDc acDon and downstream reasoning on the output side; 
second, one noDces that there appear to be lots of non-eviden>al influences on what people (so 
to speak) “believe;” third, one concludes that there are also such influences on the very same 
thing that acDon theorists and epistemologists were trying to talk about all along (“beliefs!”). 
Thus, one arrives at a Single Belief View with a few extra levers (formaDon condiDons) posited 
on the input side. 

In my view, however, the intellectual path just described involves theorists being 
seduced to conflaDon by the commonality of a difficult-to-define word: “belief.”  

The cogniDve architecture I posit is strikingly different. And that is because I think there 
are also impressive typical differences between Mundane Beliefs and Groupish Beliefs on the 
output side. On the picture above, a Simple Belief that p will have the same downstream effects 
on cogniDon and behavior, regardless of whether it was formed under the influence of social 
(and/or moral) pressures or evidenDal pressures alone: a belief does what a belief does no 
maKer how it got there, on such a view. On my view, however, that way of thinking misses 
something consequenDal: a Mundane Belief that p and a Groupish Belief that p typically differ 

What one 
believes 

Social pressures on 
belief formaDon 

Moral pressures on 
belief formaDon 

EvidenDal pressures 
on belief formaDon 

Etc. … 

CogniDve, emoDve, and 
behavioral outputs of 
beliefs 

The word “believe” refers 
to this one cogni>ve 
aCtude, whatever it is 
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dramaDcally in their downstream influences on thought, feeling, and behavior as well. It’s not 
just that they were formed differently; what people will do (cogniDvely and behaviorally) with 
the idea that p will also differ. 

The picture of the “two-map” cogniDve architecture I posit is thus this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is all much simplified. A more complete architecture would have scores of crossing 

arrows to designate causal pathways that get acDvated under specific condiDons; common 
performance errors of various sorts could be highlighted; and so on. But this streamlined 
picture helps to show how my “two-map” picture is in one way more unconven>onal than the 
“combined influence” architecture, yet in another way more conserva>ve.  

The unconvenDonal aspect should be obvious: a prevailing assumpDon in philosophy for 
some Dme (typically unspoken) has been that poliDcal, ideological, religious, loyalty-based, etc. 
“beliefs” involve the same aetude as my belief that the switch goes to the light; just that 
aetude is taken toward poliDcal, ideological, religious, loyalty-based, etc. contents (such as that 
God is triune). (This is just a special case of the Single Belief View: “S believes that p, so the 
aetude is belief!”) What is unconvenDonal in my approach, then, is to trample on that 
assumpDon: a different aetude is typically at work in Groupish Belief—a different way of 
rela>ng to ideas, whatever those ideas happen to be—so there will be downstream differences 
that aren’t predicted by contents alone. Now note how the “combined influence” architecture 
upholds the typically unspoken assumpDon (and the Single Belief View) on which I wish to 
trample. That is the respect in which my approach is more unconvenDonal.  

But now look only at the boKom stream of my “two-map” architecture. That Mundane 
Belief stream is much like the descripDve picture of “belief” that we might get from more 
tradiDonal philosophers of mind like Fred Dretske (1983), where evidenDal inputs causally 
constrain beliefs that figure into decision theoreDcally raDonal acDon. It is also parallel to the 
tradiDonal evidenDalist picture of belief in normaDve epistemology, according to which only 

EvidenDal pressures 
on Mundane Belief 
formaDon 

What one 
mundanely 
believes 

Davidsonian/decision
-theoreDc influences 
on truth-dependent 
acDon; epistemically 
raDonal influences on 
downstream thought  

Social pressures on 
Groupish Belief 
formaDon 

What one 
groupishly 
believes 

ConsDtuDon of group 
idenDty; generaDon of non-
truth-dependent symbolic 
acDons and social signaling; 
imaginaDve elaboraDon of 
symbolic thought 

The word “believe” is 
polysemous and refers to either 
aCtude in different contexts 
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evidence that p can be a proper reason for believing that p. Thus, if we set aside naïve 
insistence that the word “belief” is monolithic in its semanDc value, it becomes clear that my 
psychological theory is in fact a ray of sunlight shining on William Kingdon Clifford’s somber 
grave, since it posiDons Mundane Beliefs as at least the sort of mental state to which his 
evidenDalism has a chance at being appropriate. It also gives Clifford a good response to William 
James and his ilk, namely: the cogni>ve aCtude (or aCtudes) to which your pragma>st 
arguments apply is not the one I’m talking about.8 In short, if we give up misguided reificaDon of 
the word “belief” in order to separate Groupish Beliefs from Mundane Beliefs, it turns out that 
Mundane Beliefs are far beQer behaved (by tradiDonal epistemological standards) than the 
“combined influence” architecture would lead you to think. In this way, my view is in fact more 
conservaDve.  

It should be clear now why the big picture I am painDng is disDncDve and, if it is right, a 
correcDve to much current thought about belief.9  

Let’s now look at the two explanatory roles in more depth. 
 

3 The Groupish and Mundane Explanatory Roles 
 An explanatory role is a useful intellectual device that is more familiar than it may at first 
seem. Here I start by covering the general idea of explanatory roles by means of an easy 
example, and then we’ll move to the “belief” explanatory roles.  
 Between 2007 and 2012, the FBI indicted and successfully prosecuted a series of Wall 
Street players on charges of insider trading. As this was happening, various reporters at various 
financial reporDng outlets noDced that there was some sort of paKern. The players being 
brought down were roughly in the same circle (connected to the Galleon Group), and the 
sequencing appeared to be no accident. It seemed like someone was Dpping off the FBI in this 
disDncDve range of cases. But who? The financial community seKled on a useful term: “Tipper 
X.” Tipper X was just whoever it was that was responsible for the FBI’s having all the relevant 
informa>on on the range of insider trading cases in ques>on.10  
 “Tipper X,” in short, was their name for whoever played a parDcular explanatory role 
(which I state here in ellipDcal form): 
 
 The X such that X’s informant ac>vity explains why the FBI knew a, b, and c about . . . 
 
More generally, an explanatory role, like this one, includes a variable (here it’s X), along with 
designaDons of some set of phenomena that will eventually be explained by whatever it is that 
saDsfies that variable, once we discover it.  

 
8 Canonical references: Clifford (1877/1999) and James (1896/1995). See Soter (2023) for a sophis-cated 
interven-on in this dialec-c that appeals to an empirically realis-c no-on of acceptance. 
9 Here are three mistakes I take my posi-on to be correc-ng. 1. The typical social psychologist’s mistake: in focusing 
on the Groupish stream, ignoring or taking for granted the impressively ra3onal capaci-es implicated in the 
Mundane stream. 2. The typical analy-c epistemologist’s mistake: struggling to make sense of “beliefs” from the 
Groupish stream in terms appropriate to the Mundane stream, since that’s what the analy-c epistemologist has 
tradi-onally theorized as “belief.” 3. The typical pragma-st’s mistake: geang the two streams confused.  
10 See, for example: hfps://www.wsj.com/ar-cles/SB10001424052748703672104574654693200452698  
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 A big part of the uDlity of explanatory roles is this: oPen there is a paKern of 
phenomena that seems to have a unified source, though we don’t know exactly what that 
source is (maybe Tipper X is a janitor? maybe a family member of one of the traders? maybe 
two people working together? etc.). Explanatory roles thus give us an intellectual direcDve to 
hunt for something, even if we’re not quite sure what we’ll find: we need to find whatever it is 
that explains the interesDng cluster of phenomena.  
 The occupant of an explanatory role is the enDty that ulDmately saDsfies its open 
variable. So, for example, “Who is Tipper X?” is one way of asking who the occupant of the 
Tipper X explanatory role is. Note that occupant is a metaphysical noDon, not an epistemic one: 
if, for example, the Tipper X explanatory role has an occupant, that’s the occupant of that role 
even if we never figure out who it is (it is the person who would explain the FBI’s knowing a, b, 
c, etc., if we knew who it was).  
 As it happens, the occupant of the Tipper X explanatory role did come to light. It was 
Tom Hardin, a buddy of mine who graduated in 1999 from the Wharton School of Business at 
the University of Pennsylvania. APer he graduated, Tom had been working on Wall Street as an 
analyst before geeng caught for a minor insider trade by the FBI. The FBI then flipped him and 
used him for his connecDons to climb up the chain of inside traders. (More on the metaphysical 
versus epistemic point: since Tom stayed in my extended circle of friends, there was a period of 
a few years where I knew the person who was in fact the occupant of the Tipper X role without 
knowing that he was the occupant of that role.) 
 Now that we have the idea of explanatory roles, let’s return to “belief.” Just as “Tipper X” 
could be used for the occupant of the Tipper X explanatory role, even before people knew who 
that was, so too can “belief” be used for the psychological occupants of certain other 
explanatory roles—even before we have a clear theory of the nature of the underlying mental 
states that are those occupants. The difficulty arises because the word “belief” can be used this 
way in relaDon to (at least) two very different explanatory roles.  
 First, we have the Groupish Role: 
 

A cogni>ve aCtude Y that (partly) explains why someone belongs to a social group 
associated with Y’s contents.  

 
 Second, we have the Mundane Role:   
 

A cogni>ve aCtude Z that (partly) explains why people are disposed to perform ac>ons 
whose success depends on the contents of Z being true.  

 
To conDnue our running example, then, it is fair to say that my former “belief” in the Trinity 
saDsfied the Y variable in the Groupish Role; it was an occupant of that explanatory role, 
because it helps explain why my group idenDty was (CRC). But my “belief” about the light switch 
occupies the Mundane Role, since it explains my acDon of flipping the switch, when I want 
illuminaDon, and the success of that acDon (succeeding in turning on the light) depends on the 
truth of the belief (otherwise I turn on the wrong appliance).  
 On this way of construing things, Groupish Beliefs comprise the set of all mental states 
(including my former Trinity “belief”) that saDsfy Y and hence occupy the Groupish Role. And 
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Mundane Beliefs comprise the set of all mental states (including my light switch “belief”) that 
saDsfy Z and hence occupy the Mundane Role.  
 The first thing that should be obvious by now is that the set of Groupish Beliefs and the 
set of Mundane Beliefs are widely divergent (though likely overlapping). My light switch “belief” 
never played the Groupish Role, and my Trinity “belief” never played the Mundane Role, for 
example. And the same comparaDve point could be made for countless other “belief” pairs.  
 The second thing that should be obvious is that the discussion so far leaves open what 
underlying processing mechanisms are responsible for the “beliefs” in each set—for pueng 
them in place, maintaining them, generaDng outputs from them, or exDnguishing them. Just as 
specificaDon of the Tipper X role didn’t determine that the occupant of that role was medium 
height and had brown hair, so too does the Mundane Role not specify that its occupants will 
tend to be processed this way or that (and likewise for the Groupish Role). That’s as it should 
be: roles give us something to look for, and then we discover the more specific properDes of the 
occupants of the roles as we go. The aim here is to discover three things: (i) what sort of 
psychological processing is typical for Mundane Beliefs, (ii) what sort of psychological processing 
is typical for Groupish Beliefs, and (iii) whether (i) and (ii) are different enough to make it worth 
posiDng disDnct cogniDve aetudes of groupishly believing versus mundanely believing. 

The key point to take away from this secDon is that, despite the common label “belief,” it 
is neither a priori, analyDc, definiDonal, or in any way necessary that there should even be much 
convergence at all in terms of how people’s minds process Groupish Beliefs versus Mundane 
Beliefs. In the next secDon, I arDculate key differences in the logic of the two explanatory roles 
that should lead us to expect that the underlying manners of processing are different.  

 
4 True Versus Dis$nc$ve 
 HighlighDng these explanatory roles as I have done brings out a sharp contrast: 
 
 Mundane Beliefs work well if they are true.   
 Groupish Beliefs work well if they are dis>nc>ve.  
 
 When it comes to the point about truth, various quesDons and qualifiers arise. Is truth 
really needed, or is approximate truth sufficient? What about useful idealizaDons that are 
strictly speaking false? Maybe in some cases an exaggerated version of the truth will work even 
beKer, given an agent’s tendencies? And so on. Issues such as these are all worth addressing. 
But they shouldn’t obscure the overall picture: when successful plain acDon depends on a 
certain fragment of reality being as the agent expects it to be, that agent’s Mundane Beliefs 
concerning that fragment of reality have to be largely true in order for the acDon to succeed. 
Otherwise, in reaching for the candy, you reach into an empty box. Or you dial the wrong 
number. Or you take the wrong medicine and don’t get beKer. Or you wind up at a stranger’s 
housewarming party instead of your friend’s. Or you turn on the garbage disposal instead of the 
light. And so on, and so on. I can grant various qualifiers to the truth requirement on Mundane 
Belief, without having to change that big picture point. 
 By way of contrast, in order for Groupish Beliefs to do their job of consDtuDng an in-
group well, they needn’t be true; they only need to be dis>nc>ve of that in-group. In-groups, 
aPer all, require properDes that will dis>nguish their members from members of out-groups. 
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Otherwise put, if having a property is to help cons>tute a certain in-group, it had beKer be one 
that is not shared by members of the relevant out-groups. Hence, around the world and 
throughout history, in-groups have come marked with disDncDve manners of dress, taKoos, 
rituals, dialects, dietary habits, scarificaDon, and so on—and (in a great many cases) disDncDve 
“beliefs.”11  
 Conversely, Mundane Beliefs, as a general fact, do not need to be disDncDve in order to 
do their job of guiding truth-dependent acDon in the world successfully. My Mundane Belief 
that water quenches thirst, for example, is not at all disDncDve, but it works perfectly well at 
guiding the goal-oriented acDon of drinking a glass of water in order to quench thirst.  
Alternately, if I mundanely believe truly that the switch goes to the light, your mundanely 
believing this does not undermine my Mundane Belief’s ability to guide the successful acDon of 
flipping the switch to illuminate the room. Again, qualifiers arise: in various cases, one agent 
might not want another to know something, since a certain resource might be scarce, so one 
might for that reason want to be the only one who has a certain Mundane Belief (which makes 
that Mundane Belief “disDncDve” in some sense). But in other cases, the more agents who 
mundanely believe the truth the beKer, since they can then beKer coordinate. And in a broad 
range of cases, whether others mundanely believe the same is neither here nor there. So 
disDncDveness is not a feature that Mundane Beliefs generally need to have. 
 Thus, neither Mundane Belief nor Groupish Belief needs the characterisDc feature that 
the other needs in order to succeed at what the respecDve explanatory role defines as its job.  
 Furthermore, disDncDveness and truth are in tension with one another as properDes of 
“beliefs” of any sort. This is easily illustrated. If one group of people have a true “belief” that 
there is a river on the other side of the hill, what the truth of this “belief” implies, among other 
things, is that there really is a river on the other side of the hill. That being so, others outside 
that iniDal group of people will easily come to “believe” the same thing, as soon as they go to 
the other side of the hill. And then the “belief” isn’t disDncDve anymore. So if a “belief” is true, 
its prospects for staying disDncDve for very long are usually dim. So true “beliefs” in general are 
unlikely to work very well as Groupish Beliefs, due to their likely lack of long-term 
disDncDveness.  
 To see the point clearly, consider some contents that would make horrible candidates for 
Groupish Beliefs:  
 
 that fire is hot 
 that grass is green 
 that London is in England 
 that cats have whiskers 
 that orange is a color 
 that ATM machines dispense money 
 that clouds bring rain 
 that breathing is needed to live (for a range of animals) 
 that most lions can kill people 

 
11 The literature one could point to here is vast. As an entry point, see McElreath, Boyd, and Richerson (2003) on 
the cultural evolu-on of shared norms ethnic markers.  
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 that lemons are sour 
 etc. etc. 
  
Such contents as these are not likely to divide Clan A from Clan B (or whatever), because they 
are contents to which any raDonal person, when confronted with the relevant porDons of 
reality, would subscribe. True contents like these would undermine the disDncDveness of the 
“beliefs” that house them. 
 Now consider contents such as these: 
 

that the world ends on December 21, 2012  
that vaccines cause au>sm 

 that Trump won the 2020 presiden>al elec>on 
 that the world was created in seven literal days less than 10,000 years ago 
 that American Indians descended from exiled Israelites 
 that climate change is a hoax  
 
Some will no doubt think me irreverent to point out that these contents are false. But they are, 
and poinDng out their falsity facilitates the following point: their falsity helps their 
dis>nc>veness, which is something that is needed for their being internal badges of one in-
group or another. 
 The tension between truth and disDncDveness is not without its excepDons: in a range of 
cases, “believing” a certain thing truly will be disDncDve enough, at least for a Dme (especially if 
the out-group is commiKed to “not” believing it). But the tension in quesDon is widespread, and 
acknowledging it helps make sense of a certain puzzle that people conDnually face when 
confronDng the “beliefs” of an out-group. I have oPen heard bewildered quesDons like this: 
How can those people “believe” such obviously crazy and false things? The answer to this 
quesDon, effecDvely, is that it is the sociological point of those “beliefs” (Groupish Beliefs) that 
they seem crazy to you, because you are in the out-group.  
 Thus, falsity and even obvious falsity—so much a bug when it comes to Mundane 
Beliefs—is oPen a feature for Groupish Beliefs. This concludes my case for the Logical Thesis set 
out in secDon 1. 
 
5 A Tale of Two AItudes 
 No doubt both classes of “beliefs”—when we look at all the Mundane Beliefs and all the 
Groupish Beliefs in people’s heads around the world—are somewhat motley crews. Each class 
will be heterogeneous in various ways: in contents, in surrounding psychological condiDons, and 
even (despite what I have been saying) in the aetudes people have toward the contents that 
they in some sense “believe.” (Two CRC members, for example, may both profess the Apostle’s 
Creed and thus have its contents encoded in their Groupish Beliefs, even if they relate to those 
contents in somewhat different ways.) 
 Nevertheless, given what we’ve just observed, we can expect there to be some paKerns 
in the variaDon, parDcularly in how Mundane versus Groupish Beliefs tend to be processed. 
Mundane Beliefs will tend to be processed in ways that ensure their truth. Groupish Beliefs will 
tend to be processed in ways that ensure their disDncDveness. If that is true, it will make sense 
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to regard one cluster of processing characterisDcs as consDtuDng one cogniDve aetude, at 
which I have provisionally gestured using the phrase groupishly believes, and another cluster of 
processing characterisDcs as consDtuDng another cogniDve aetude, at which I have 
provisionally gestured using the phrase mundanely believes. The view that both aetudes exist is 
a high-level empirical hypothesis, whose ulDmate success depends on downstream research. So 
the main work of this secDon is to flesh out this hypothesis in a theoreDcally coherent way, 
while poinDng to some work that has already been done that gives reason for opDmism. 

Let’s now idenDfy some of the processing differences in quesDon. 
 
Processing difference 1: Are “beliefs” voluntary? Yes and No. 
 One of the most persistent debates in philosophy concerning “belief” is the quesDon of 
whether “beliefs” are under voluntary control. The interesDng quesDon here concerns direct 
voluntary control, since presumably enough indirect manipulaDon can cajole one into believing 
one thing or another. So the quesDon is this: can I (within limits) simply choose to believe a 
proposiDon I want to believe, just like I can choose to raise my arm in the air?  
 The majority of philosophers of mind hold that belief is not subject to voluntary control. 
As Mandelbaum and Levy (2014) put it, “I can’t just decide to believe that today is Wednesday.” 
However, a minority of philosophers of mind and epistemologists claim that (within certain 
limits) “beliefs” can be chosen. This debate, in my view, has been going in circles for some Dme. 
 Here’s a way out.  

Does it make sense that Groupish Beliefs would be, at least to some extent, under direct 
voluntary control? The answer is that Groupish Belief should be about as much under voluntary 
control as joining a certain group or team is, which is a fair amount. If that’s right, then 
groupishly believing involves willingly forming or maintaining allegiance to (“believing”) an idea 
that is explicitly or implicitly a criterion of inclusion for a certain group. Conver>ng is oPen 
voluntary; it thus makes sense that groupishly believing is (to a large extent) too. 

But does it make sense that Mundane Beliefs would be under direct voluntary control? 
Let’s think in terms of our running example. I hit the switch, intending to turn on the light, and 
the garbage disposal goes on. I am frustrated by the sudden obnoxious sound. But would it help 
me, given the role that Mundane Beliefs play, to be able to voluntarily decide to mundanely 
believe that the switch for the garbage disposal in fact turns on the light? I might pretend to 
believe that to calm myself down. But given that Mundane Beliefs guide acDons that in general 
fail if the guiding beliefs are false, it is hard to see what good direct voluntary control could do: 
it would likely just put me into a state where I am apt to make the same mistake again.  

If I have compelling evidence that p is true, my default state will be to mundanely 
believe it, in which case direct voluntary control would only be useful for steering me away from 
mundanely believing that which I have compelling reason to think is true, namely p. If I lack 
evidence concerning p, being able to voluntarily mundanely believe it would render me just as 
likely to believe a falsehood as a truth. And so on. So given what mundane beliefs do in terms of 
acDon causaDon, voluntarily believing would amount to my deciding to put myself in a state that 
would render me more likely to perform acDons that will fail than I otherwise would be. The 
general tendency, then, will be for Mundane Beliefs (like the one about the light switch) to be 
processed in a way that is not suscepDble to voluntary control.  
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Processing difference 2: Are “beliefs” responsive to evidence? No and Yes.  
 Again, philosophers debate whether “beliefs” respond to evidence. The quesDon can be 
posed in various terms, but in general, being responsive to evidence can occur in two ways: in 
forma>on condi>ons and ex>nc>on condi>ons. FormaDon condiDon responsiveness means that, 
other things equal, an agent’s encountering evidence that p is true tends to cause a “belief” 
that p. ExDncDon condiDon responsiveness means that, if one “believes” that p already, that 
belief (other things equal) will tend to be exDnguished by evidence contrary to p. One can put 
many bells and whistles on definiDons of the relevant noDons, but the present discussion can 
remain at the current level of abstracDon. Let’s focus on exDncDon condiDon responsiveness, 
which I call vulnerability to evidence.  
 Does it make sense that Groupish Beliefs would be vulnerable to evidence? Well, why 
would they be? First, my loyalty to the in-group would be highly quesDonable, if my Groupish 
Beliefs could be exDnguished by evidence. Group allegiance, if I am loyal, should stay, come 
what may. And that means Groupish Belief should stay, come what evidence may. Second, given 
that Groupish Beliefs do not need to be true in order to play their role well (recall, they need to 
be disDncDve, which oPen tends away from truth), there is liKle to no direct pressure on them 
to track the truth.  
 Thus, another processing characterisDc of groupishly believing will be to lack evidenDal 
vulnerability.  
 Can the same be said for Mundane Belief? Consider the absurdiDes that would arise. Say 
my Mundane Belief that the switch goes to the light is false. What do I do when I want 
illuminaDon? I flip the switch. What happens? I hear the garbage disposal going, and the room 
is no more brightly lit than before. That, in short, is strong evidence that my Mundane Belief 
was false. Now consider what would happen if that Mundane Belief were not vulnerable to 
evidence. It would stay in place, despite my having cognized evidence of its falsity. In that case, I 
would keep re-performing the same unsuccessful acDon over and over again. APer all, my 
desire for illuminaDon hasn’t gone away. And lacking vulnerability to evidence, my Mundane 
Belief about the switch’s going to the light remains in place. So I would go back to the same 
(wrong) switch again and again. I would be an ill-fated creature, if this were my cogniDve set-up.  
 More generally, the truth requirement in the Mundane Role makes sense of why 
Mundane Beliefs would be vulnerable to evidence. False Mundane Beliefs cause failed 
instrumental acDon, so successful creatures will need to be responsive to evidence of a 
Mundane Belief’s falsity. 
 Thus, another processing characterisDc of mundanely believing will be to have evidenDal 
vulnerability.  
 

* * * 
 

I have just canvassed differences in the processing of groupishly versus mundanely 
believing on the input side or eDology: groupishly believing is to a large extent voluntary, while 
mundanely believing is evidenDally constrained. What empirical evidence comports with this 
picture? InteresDngly, Corey Cusimano and colleagues have found that when people aKend to 
the evidenDal reasons for a given “belief,” this decreases to the extent to which that “belief” is 
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perceived as voluntary.12 Thus, the trade-off I have highlighted here between voluntariness and 
evidenDal constraint has some empirical support. Furthermore, if we grant the plausible 
assumpDon that many religious “beliefs” are Groupish Beliefs13, the ethnographic record that 
documents people’s speaking of their religious “beliefs” as being a maKer of choice supports 
the idea that groupishly believing is voluntary (see Luhrmann 2012, 2020). This contrasts, again, 
with mundane believing, which is evidenDally constrained (Ganapini, 2020; Helton, 2020; Van 
Leeuwen, 2017b). 

Be that as it may, one might think that in order for mundanely believing and groupishly 
believing to be disDnct aCtudes there must be some downstream differences as well. To that 
end, I highlight what I take to be important differences in acDon generaDon (I have highlighted 
downstream cogniDve differences in other work14).  
 
Processing Difference 3: Mere “Belief” Signaling Behavior 
 Much human behavior conveys informaDon—speech, wriDng, gesture, sign, etc. Hence 
much human behavior involves sending a signal of something or another. Furthermore, much 
human behavior signals internal states of “belief.” If I just tell you where the light switch is, my 
speech has both signaled something about the external world and (though this is not the main 
focus) something about the contents of my “beliefs.”  
 Yet there is an important disDncDon to be drawn between (i) behavior that sends a 
signal as a means of enabling another agent to use the signaled informaDon in a way that is 
instrumental to some goal (like turning on the light) and (ii) behavior that treats the signaling as 
an end in itself. As an example of (ii), reciDng the Apostle’s Creed, which signals internal belief 
states, is regarded in the CRC as an intrinsic good. There is nothing in par>cular that the 
knowledge that Person A “believes” the relevant doctrines is supposed to enable Person B to 
do. Person B just knows that Person A is a “believer” and regards this as a good thing. 
Differences in how B acts toward A will ensue or not. But either way, A is perceived by herself 
and others in the group as having done something good and right in and of itself for having 
professed her “beliefs” (see Boyer & Liénard, 2006, for a related perspecDve on ritual). 
 Let’s call signaling behavior that falls in category (ii) mere signaling behavior, since it 
needn’t have another end. It will not always be clear which signaling behaviors are mere and 
which ones do serve another end, since people oPen have ulterior moDves. But let’s grant that 
much ritual acDon, liturgy recitaDon, singing of group anthems, etc. are mere signaling 
behaviors, since very oPen they have no obvious further end than simply making it known that 
one has certain “beliefs” and are oPen enjoyed in and of themselves.  
 The present point is that Groupish Beliefs have a strong tendency to generate mere 
signaling behaviors that are expressive of their contents, since that way other group members 
will know who is in the group and who isn’t, which is crucial for making group idenDty a 
property worth having.  
 Thus, as a downstream processing characterisDc, groupishly believing that p will result in 
a strong tendency to produce mere signaling behaviors that in some way express the content p.  

 
12 Cusimano et al. (2021).  
13 For which I argue in other work (Van Leeuwen, 2023: Ch. 6). 
14 Van Leeuwen (2014, 2023). 
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 Yet such a tendency would be absurd for Mundane Beliefs. If nothing else, that tendency 
would result in a massive waste of Dme, due to the vast mulDtude of Mundane Beliefs about 
the world that any given person has. I believe that ATMs have buQons. I believe that dogs have 
tails. I believe that grass is green. I believe that some people eat turnips. And so on without end. 
Much more useful is to signal Mundane Beliefs when someone else needs to learn something 
that could benefit them (“Yes, Billy, turnips can be eaten.”), and in those cases, the signaling is 
predominantly about the world and only incidentally indicaDve of internal “belief” states.15  

Much more can be said here, but to sum up, we can posit that mundanely believing that 
p will not generally eventuate in a tendency to express p as part of mere signaling behavior. In 
any case, as Williams (1973) points out, one who mundanely believes that p will tend simply to 
say “p” when appropriate, rather than making the professing pronouncement “I believe p.”16 

 
Processing Difference 4: Genera>on of Truth-Dependent Ac>on 
 Much acDon will fail if the guiding “belief” is false, as I’ve been at pains to say 
throughout this essay. This is, however, not so for mere signaling behavior, which treats 
signaling of “belief” as an intrinsic good (if one signals a “belief” for its own sake, the signaling 
of having that “belief” can succeed, whether or not the “belief” is false). Let’s call acDon that 
will fail if the focal guiding “beliefs” are false truth-dependent ac>on.  
 It is trivially truth that, as a maKer of its downstream processing characterisDcs, 
mundanely believing produces truth-dependent acDon, since this is built into the explanatory 
role that defines the class of Mundane Beliefs.  
 So the only remaining quesDon, for purposes of this paper, is this: does groupishly 
believing also tend to produce truth-dependent acDon?  
 Here appearances can be deceiving. Much expression of Groupish Belief appears 
instrumental. Prayer for healing or performing a rain dance appear instrumental and truth-
dependent. Yet sociologists and anthropologists of religion have frequently observed that 
apparently instrumental acDon that is expressive of religious “belief” is typically supplemental 
to genuinely instrumental acDon, rather than replacing it (Chaves, 2010; Luhrmann, 2020). 
People pray, but they sDll go to the doctor. People do rain dances, but they sDll make irrigaDon 
ditches. So there is reason to suspect that much apparently truth-dependent acDon that is 
expressive of Groupish Belief is in fact mere signaling behavior that accompanies the actual 
truth-dependent instrumental acDon guided by Mundane Beliefs, such as going to the doctor or 
seeng up irrigaDon ditches for one’s fields.  
 Importantly, there is a principled reason for thinking that Groupish Beliefs won’t have 
the tendency to produce truth-dependent acDon. The reason for this is that, due to their need 
to be disDncDve, Groupish Beliefs oPen are not true. It therefore makes sense that groupish 
believing should lack the tendency to produce truth-dependent acDon, which is definiDve of 
mundanely believing. Otherwise put, the acDon output of groupishly believing will tend to be 

 
15 On this point, see Heiphetz et al. (2014). 
16 Interes-ng linguis-c point. “I believe p” can either be used to express a Groupish Belief that p or as an epistemic 
hedge that indicates uncertainty on the mafer of p. But importantly, the different uses appear to have different 
prosodies when spoken. 
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compartmentalized to mere signaling acDons that are not truth-dependent—in ways that 
mundanely believing is not.17  
 

* * * 
 

Now consider: cogniDve aetude A can be formed voluntarily and has a strong tendency 
to generate mere signaling behavior; cogniDve aetude B is highly vulnerable to evidence and 
characterisDcally guides truth-dependent acDon; each lacks the processing characterisDcs that 
are consDtuDve of the other. If we accept the funcDonalist assumpDon that aetudes are 
individuated by their funcDonal processing characterisDcs, we will also accept that A and B are 
different cogniDve aetudes. If this is right, then groupishly believing and mundanely believing 
are disDnct cogniDve aetudes, however much they have been conflated by many under the 
name “belief.” This concludes my case for the Psychological Thesis set out in secDon 1. 
 
Conclusion: “Belief” and Shared Reality 

In “believing” that God is triune and in “believing” that the switch is connected to the 
light, I was not only relaDng to different contents; I was rela>ng differently. I was groupishly 
believing in the first case and mundanely believing in the second. Both aetudes, in some sense, 
“guide acDon,” but that is no reason to conflate them, for they guide different sorts of acDons 
and in different ways: symbolic acDon that expresses and signals contents versus plain 
instrumental acDon that relies on the truth of contents. The aetudes are also formed and 
revised in different ways and in response to different pressures: voluntariness (“choosing to 
believe”) versus evidenDal vulnerability. Losing my Groupish Belief in the Trinity was something I 
did because I no longer wanted to belong to the CRC—I no longer desired allegiance. Losing my 
Mundane Belief about the light switch is something that happens to me: the evidence of the 
grinding garbage disposal does all the work—I can’t keep the belief even if I want to. 

Let me summarize all this in different terms. Groupish Beliefs have a different relaDon to 
the shared reality in which we all live from the relaDon Mundane Beliefs have to it. Since 
Mundane Beliefs guide acDons that fail if they get that shared reality wrong (if they’re false, one 
turns on the garbage disposal accidentally or falls in a ditch), they tend to be processed in ways 
that keep them true to that shared reality (one quickly learns which switch is which and where 
the ditch is). As a result, Mundane Beliefs have a strong tendency to be shared across disDnct 
social groups that happen to come across the same porDons of reality: Hindu, ChrisDan, Muslim, 
Buddhist, Communist, Capitalist, etc.—all alike (mirabile dictu!) mundanely believe that lions 
have teeth and that rain comes from clouds. Yet the Groupish Beliefs of those groups are all 
quite different, because they have to be: otherwise, those Groupish Beliefs won’t do their job of 
keeping the respecDve in-groups disDnct. Consequently, it will be characterisDc of Groupish 
Beliefs to depart from shared reality in pervasive ways, in order to be disDncDve. Groupish 
Beliefs thus tend to have odd, implausible, distorted, or even plainly false contents. And they 

 
17 Conversely, as Hugo Mercier (2022) points out, people o^en signal “beliefs” in ways and in situa-ons that would 
be absurd or dangerous, if the “beliefs” in ques-on were true: e.g., people who post openly online about the 
nefarious “deep state” that is running everything and can make people disappear in prison. One would be unlikely 
to post such things so glibly, if one mundanely believed them. But such pos-ng makes sense as an expression of 
Groupish Belief. 
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thus need to be processed in ways that can sustain such contents, even or especially when 
evidence is contrary. Oddness, implausibility, distorDon, and falsity in turn make the behavioral 
expressions of Groupish Beliefs strong signals of who one is and of the group to which one 
belongs. 
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